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AudioRealism Bass Line 2 is a lightweight application designed as a synthesizer plug-in that can help musicians memorize and playback bass patterns. Not only does the program act as a digital recreation of the bass, but it is also made to provide adequate synchronization with the host sequencer of your choice. Functionality-wise, the application addresses users who have some basic knowledge of how to create patterns using slides, accents, and ties.
Slides, for instance, can add a special effect when introduced into a step as it makes the notes sound longer. Then again, if the next note does not glide to the pitch – or is not rested – then the note cannot be extended. As far as ties as concerned, you can simulate one by creating a step note and a slide programmed one on the first step. As you probably hinted, the second step entails you employ a note off. Accents are another special effect you can consider
adding to a step. Depending on how many subsequent accents you include in the pattern, you can end up with a quite interesting combination of sounds, so you do not have limits when it comes to expressing your creativity in this sense. Features Four modes of operation Two standard types of patterns (recipes) 16 steps per pattern Four built-in standard instruments Possibility to customize any instrument sound Two types of devices Realistic microphone
Intuitive and user-friendly interface Text and audio notes General settings Acoustic and electronic features Two options for applying effects Tuning Basic tools for editing and loading Notes Slides, ties, accents and auto-tune Music notation Coloring Instant playback Music notation and notes AudioRealism Bass Line 2 is a musical application that allows you to use the sound and parameters of any external instrument as a baseline for the creation of a bass
line. It can either be edited with the help of notes and text, which will appear in the timing of the selected instrument in the host sequencer of your choice, or you can work directly in the sequencer. You can select a standard instrument from the list of available instruments and apply the same settings in your sequencer that you would use in a real instrument. If you want to create a new pattern, you can select a mode of operation. You can choose from two
categories – the first
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The application is equipped with all-in-one key recording and playback functions. The latter being implemented by using the MIDI sequence editor and various playback buttons. Simply select the key you wish to be recorded and it will be subsequently attached to your sequencer. KEYMACRO also has the ability to play and record MP3 file sequences. These sequences will be added to your MIDI sequences as “MP3 Channels”. OPTIPLAY Description:
The software is designed in such a way to enable you to play back any MP3 file from the CD or from any disk drive. By using a particular preset, you can also play back any sequence you created within the application. Simply select a sequence and play it. You will notice it would repeat the pattern infinitely! Likewise, you can also use the program to record MP3 files. To do so, the user simply has to enter the sample rate (44.1 kHz, 48 kHz, 96 kHz, etc.),
sample size (16-bit, 24-bit), bits per sample (8, 12, etc.), the waveform (no modulation, waveform modulation, reverb modulation, etc.), the sound file format (PCM, compressed, uncompressed, etc.), and the sample offset (from 1). You will need to use the “Pattern List” feature in order to add a file sequence to a MIDI sequence. After the file sequence is added to a MIDI sequence, the user can adjust and edit the file sequence or save it as a MIDI
sequence. APPINTRO Description: When you record a midi file sequence, you have to select the specific MIDI channel. One can change that with this application. By using this simple application, you can also select a specific midi channel to play. Using APPINTRO, you can not only play midi files, but you can also edit the MIDI files. In other words, you can change the midi notes, add/remove midi notes, and edit the midi file duration (sustain pedal,
release pedal, etc.). ReverbRetreat Description: This application is a step sequencer that will be equipped with a customizable set of instrument patches. Of course, you can create and save a midi sequence, which is then saved in a midi file. The pattern also records the note/sustain pedal status. However, you can also choose to save the midi sequence as an audio file. 77a5ca646e
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You can create your own pitch sequences using 3 methods: Generate loops in MIDI or MIDI-compatible formats (MP3, Apple Loops, Kontakt format, etc.) Enter a set of notes in different styles (Fretboard, Slide, Tie, Rest, Hammer-on, Pull-off, Stammering, and Swinging) Record a simple sequence in the style of a jam session using sliders, arpeggiator or step sequencer All notes in the sequence can be customized, so you can edit the length and velocity,
as well as define the bow direction. Once you are done, you can save the sequence as a MIDI file. Solo for Bass is an instrument collection that includes over 100 unique basslines. Each element is programmed using professional sound design and recorded in a high quality studio. The library can be used in any DAW, such as Logic, Cubase, Studio One or Pro Tools. Solo for Guitar features over 50 unique guitar parts and includes some of the industry’s
best guitarists. Each part is carefully recorded and designed to mimic the same tonal quality found in the recording studio. Solo for Guitar comes as a desktop VST instrument for Mac and Windows. AVAILABLE BASS MODES: Electric Bass – Finger Bass – Bass Guitar – Acoustic Bass – Synth Bass – DAVID BROWN PROJECT A BRAND NEW SOUND FOR YOUR PROJECTS – Use any time! NEW VERSION OF THE BEST-SELLING BASS
GRID! AVAILABLE IN VST, AU AND RTAS FOR MAC, WINDOWS AND LINUX! "David Brown Project" is a brand new sound for your projects. You can use it as a synth in any DAW. It is compatible with Windows, Mac and Linux. It provides a very wide variety of sounds and patterns: - Drums, Percussion & More! - SOUNDS OF MODERN MIXED MUSIC, RADIO AND JAZZ! - MAJOR AND MINOR TROPHIES! - SOUNDS OF
ARPEGGIATOR AND STEP SEQUENCER! - SOME PATTERNS FROM PROJECTS, MODERN MIXED AND RECORDED MUSIC! The “Bass Factory” Sound Collection contains 22 PITCH/E

What's New in the?

ABL2 is an application designed as a plug-in to take care of your bass playing. ABL2 acts as a digital recreation of the bass – from your pick-ups to the effects – as well as a timing device for playing along with songs. AudioRealism Bass Line 2 is a lightweight application designed as a synthesizer plug-in that can help musicians memorize and playback bass patterns. Not only does the program act as a digital recreation of the bass, but it is also made to
provide adequate synchronization with the host sequencer of your choice. Functionality-wise, the application addresses users who have some basic knowledge of how to create patterns using slides, accents, and ties. Slides, for instance, can add a special effect when introduced into a step as it makes the notes sound longer. Then again, if the next note does not glide to the pitch – or is not rested – then the note cannot be extended. As far as ties as
concerned, you can simulate one by creating a step note and a slide programmed one on the first step. As you probably hinted, the second step entails you employ a note off. Accents are another special effect you can consider adding to a step. Depending on how many subsequent accents you include in the pattern, you can end up with a quite interesting combination of sounds, so you do not have limits when it comes to expressing your creativity in this
sense. *** Not a beta tester yet *** ABL2 is an application designed as a synthesizer plug-in that can help musicians memorize and playback bass patterns. Not only does the program act as a digital recreation of the bass, but it is also made to provide adequate synchronization with the host sequencer of your choice. Functionality-wise, the application addresses users who have some basic knowledge of how to create patterns using slides, accents, and ties.
Slides, for instance, can add a special effect when introduced into a step as it makes the notes sound longer. Then again, if the next note does not glide to the pitch – or is not rested – then the note cannot be extended. As far as ties as concerned, you can simulate one by creating a step note and a slide programmed one on the first step. As you probably hinted, the second step entails you employ a note off. Accents are another special effect you can consider
adding to a step. Depending on how many subsequent accents you include in the pattern, you can end up with a quite interesting combination of sounds, so you do not have limits when it comes to expressing your creativity in this sense. *** Not a beta tester yet *** A note on the Bass Line 2 Website: I will not take down the bassline 2 project until it is in a beta version. I
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System Requirements:

Memory: 4GB Graphics Card: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 260 or AMD ATI Radeon HD Memory: 4GBGraphics Card: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 260 or AMD ATI Radeon HD Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-530, AMD Athlon II X2 Quad Core Processor Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-530, AMD Athlon II X2 Quad Core Processor Display: 1024x768, 1280x1024 Minimum Specs: Required OS: Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008 Required
Processor: Intel Core
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